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Introduction
Bacteriocins are ribosomally synthesised antimicrobial peptides 

[1]. They are typically classified into two broad groups: class I (which 
are modified peptides) and class II (which are unmodified and/or 
cyclic peptides) [2]. Class I peptides can be further subdivided into 
several different subgroups, examples of which include lantibiotics (the 
most extensively studied subgroup), sactibiotics, labyrinthopeptins, 
thiopeptides and bottromycins [1]. Class II bacteriocins are typically 
divided into 5 subgroups (named class IIa-class IIe). Class IIa peptides 
include the pediocin PA1-type bacteriocins; class IIb are two-peptide 
unmodified bacteriocins; class IIc are circular peptides; class IId are 
linear non-pediocin-like single peptide bacteriocins and class IIe 
bacteriocins are peptides which undergo a non-ribosomal siderophore-
type modification and are rich in serine residues in their C-termini 
[1,2]. Thus far, the vast majority of studies conducted to assess the 
antimicrobial properties of bacteriocins have involved standard growth-
based techniques such as viable plate counts, deferred antagonism assays, 
kill curves, growth curves and/or microscopic analysis. There have 
already been quite a number of studies that have used flow cytometry as 
a tool to evaluate the antimicrobial actions of antibiotics. Such studies 
with antibiotics have generally involved assessing the permeability of 
cell membranes to different dyes, the presence or absence of metabolic 

activity and alterations in membrane potential [3-8]. However, to date, 
there have been relatively few such studies involving bacteriocins. 

Recent studies have indicated that a routine overnight culture of 
isogenic bacteria is in fact composed of heterogenous sub-populations 
and these sub-populations behave in a different manner in response to 
alterations in the surrounding environment [9-11]. Techniques such as 
flow cytometry can help bridge the gap between our understandings 
of cell-cell interactions in an isogenic bacterial culture versus cell-cell 
interactions between different bacterial sub-populations in a culture. In 
a flow cytometer, cells or micrometric particles are passed through an 
interrogation point, at which point they are subjected to a laser beam. 
The light that the cell or particle absorbs, scatters or emits due to its 
physical properties is quantified. A flow cytometer is composed of 
fluidics, optics and electronic systems. The main purpose of the fluidics 
system is to allow the cells to pass through an interrogation point in a 
single file. The properties of a cell, such as its granularity, complexity 
and protein composition can be assessed based on light scattered at 
high angles (known as side scattering). In contrast, light scattered at 
low angles provides information about the size of the cell [12]. Cells are 
typically stained with fluorescent dyes to facilitate this task [13].

The study of individual cellular events can help us distinguish 
these events from an overall population response [14]. A particularly 
useful application of flow cytometry is the study of a bacterial response 
to a stimulus, such as exposure to antimicrobials. In a potential 
experimental situation involving antimicrobials, where there is no 
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Abstract
Researchers use a combination of techniques to study and contrast the impact of antimicrobials, such as 

bacteriocins, on sensitive and resistant variants. Flow cytometry is one such technique, which allows researchers 
to evaluate the activity of antimicrobials at a single-cell level in real-time. The generation of an increasing number 
of probes/dyes that can be used in flow cytometry studies has vastly expanded the potential applications of this 
technique. Furthermore, flow cytometry has the potential to replace, or at the very least be used as an adjunct to 
traditional growth-based techniques, including viable plate counts, growth curves, microscopic analysis and cell 
culture, many of which have limitations when used on their own. Here we review studies conducted using flow 
cytometry as a technique to assess the impact of antimicrobials from the bacteriocin family on individual cells, either 
prokaryotic or eukaryotic.
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difference found between a treated and untreated sample in terms of 
fluorescence emission subsequent to staining the cells with a dye, the 
possible causes may be a lack of a response to the stimulus, but may also 
be attributable to the response taking place in only a small percentage 
of cells. However, in order to definitively understand the apparent lack 
of a response, it is important to quantify the fluorescence emitted by 
each individual cell in the culture. Since flow cytometry assesses each 
cell individually, it provides real-time information regarding the impact 
of a stimulus on an overall population of cells. The parameters which 
are measured include integrity of the cell membrane with respect to 
permeability to dyes/stains, homeostasis of membrane potential, as well 
as disruption/aberration of metabolic activity inside the cell, as assessed 
by quantifying the magnitude of a fluorescent signal. This occurs by 
means of a non-fluorescent substrate being enzymatically converted 
to a fluorescent metabolite [3]. A key advantage of flow cytometry is 
that it is equally suitable to study bacteriostatic or bactericidal effects 
of antimicrobials such as antibiotics or bacteriocins. On the other 
hand, colony forming unit (CFU) counts merely reveal the number 
of cells which are healthy enough to form colonies on agar plates. 
Flow cytometry in contrast, can provide information regarding the 
percentage of cells in a population which are damaged or stressed but 
still metabolically active. Such types of cells may not be able to form 
colonies, even upon transfer to rich media [4,15-18].

The advancement of flow cytometry along with the introduction 
of novel fluorochromes/probes allows us to study the viability of cells, 
membrane structure, integrity, and membrane potential at a single-cell 
level. This has opened up an avenue of possibilities for the assessment 
of susceptibility of bacterial strains to bacteriocins. With the help of 
fluorescence probes, flow cytometry has the ability to measure the 
fluorescence intensity of cell contents as well as metabolic activity. 
Thus, it adds an extra layer of information with respect to alterations 
in cell size, morphology and fluorescence [4,18,19]. The probes which 
are typically used in flow cytometry studies, can be divided into two 
broad groups: i) nucleic acid binding dyes and ii) metabolic/cellular/
protein binding dyes, examples of which include dyes to measure 
membrane potential [4]. DNA staining dyes include mithramycin with 
ethidium bromide, as well as propidium iodide (PI) [4,20]. Since PI is 
a DNA-intercalating agent, it is most commonly used to discriminate 
within a mixture of live/dead cells [4]. However, PI is not taken up 
by live cells and therefore when used on its own, merely permits the 
detection and quantification of dead cells. Examples of other nucleic 
acid-based fluorochromes include Syto 13 and Syto 17, both of which 
can bind DNA and RNA [21]. A further useful nucleic acid binding 
fluorochrome is acridine orange, which has the ability to stain both 
DNA and RNA with different wavelength emissions [22]. Since the 
integrity of the cell membrane affects the influx of acridine orange into 
the cells, this fluorochrome can be utilised to assess membrane damage 
elicited by an antimicrobial, such as a bacteriocin. Typically, bacteria 
react to antimicrobials, including bacteriocins, by either increasing 
or decreasing their membrane potential and examples of probes used 
to measure membrane potential are 3,3’-dipentyloxocarbocyanine 
iodine (DiOC5), bis(1,3-dibutylbarbituric acid)trimethine oxonol and 
rhodamine 123 [23-25].

In this review, we describe some studies that use flow cytometry 
as a tool to evaluate the effects that bacteriocins have on individual 
cells, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell lines. More specifically, in 
the context of these studies, we focus on the advantages, disadvantages 
and possible future applications of flow cytometry as an approach to 
complement traditional growth-based/cell culture based-assays.

Use of flow cytometry to study the effects of bacteriocins on 
prokaryotic cells

In a recent study, Chopra et al. described the discovery of a novel 
bacteriocin, sonorensin, which possesses potent antimicrobial activity 
against biofilms [26]. This peptide belongs to the newly designated 
heterocycloanthacin subclass of bacteriocins. Flow cytometry was 
used to demonstrate the damage caused to the membrane of sensitive 
Staphylococcus aureus cells through exposure to sonorensin or the 
prototypical bacteriocin, nisin (a member of the lantibiotic class of 
bacteriocins), using the stain PI. The results showed that membrane 
integrity in S. aureus cells was compromised subsequent to bacteriocin 
exposure, as measured by the increases in PI fluorescence, with 70.0% 
fluorescence intensity quantified with the stain PI due to sonorensin 
exposure (indicating that 70% of the cells were dead), and 68.1% 
fluorescence intensity with the same probe, subsequent to nisin 
exposure (indicating that 68.1% of the cells were dead) [26]. Overall, 
the study helped to provide initial insights into the mechanism of 
action of the novel bacteriocin sonorensin, showing that the peptide 
elicited permeabilization of the S. aureus cell membrane [26].

There have been a few studies conducted investigating the 
antimicrobial effects of nisin used independently and in combination 
with other antimicrobials. With respect to the antimicrobial effects of 
nisin used independently, Weeks et al. studied the effects of the peptide 
on the food pathogen Listeria monocytogenes ScottA using fluorescence 
activated cell sorting (FACS) [27]. FACS is a similar technique to flow 
cytometry, with the added advantage of enabling researchers to ‘sort’ or 
separate different sub-populations of cells for downstream molecular/
physiological assessment [28]. With the use of the probe PI, Weeks 
and co-workers found that membrane integrity was compromised and 
that the sensitivity of the strain to nisin was dependent on the growth 
phase, with log phase cells at an optical density (OD600) of 0.38 being 
considerably more sensitive to the peptide than stationary phase cells 
with an OD600 of 1.20. The use of FACS in the study helped to reveal 
the alterations taking place in the membrane, governing susceptibility 
to nisin [27]. In a separate study by Budde and Rasch, the authors used 
both viable plate counts (CFU/ml) and flow cytometric analysis to 
evaluate the antimicrobial actions of the bacteriocins nisin, pediocin 
PA1 and sakacin A (the latter two being class IIa bacteriocins) on the 
target strains Lactobacillus sakei NCFB 2714, Lactobacillus reuteri DSM 
12246 and Lb. sakei DSM 20017 with a view to determining if there is a 
correlation between the two methods [29]. The stain carboxyfluorescein 
diacetate (cFDA), which measures esterase activity intracellularly, 
was used to determine the fluorescence intensity (FI) of the cells and 
was compared to CFU/ml counts. Since cFDA is cleaved by esterases 
inside the cell with the consequent release of the fluorescent substance 
carboxyfluorecein, it is a useful fluorochrome for determining viable 
cell numbers [30,31].  While a general pattern of decreased FI from the 
cells following exposure to bacteriocins was observed across the board, 
the reductions in FI and decrease in CFU/ml counts at corresponding 
bacteriostatic concentrations were not consistent with one another 
[29]. Overall, the measurement of FI turned out to be the more 
sensitive method of evaluating antimicrobial effects as a consequence of 
bacteriocin exposure. Indeed, the leakage of cFDA from cells exposed 
to pediocin PA1 led to a reduction in FI, whereas these damaged cells 
could still be detected as colony forming units upon transfer to rich 
growth media [29]. This repair of damaged cells upon transfer to rich 
media was less apparent in sakacin A-exposed and nisin-exposed cells. 
In the same study, the authors showed using both flow cytometry and 
CFU/ml counts that the antibacterial activity of pediocin PA1 was 
ameliorated at elevated temperatures [29]. 
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Some studies have also explored the effects of nisin in combination 
with other stressors using flow cytometry. For instance, Ayari et al. 
reported the impact that nisin has, when combined with repetitive 
sub-lethal radiation processing, on Bacillus cereus cells [32]. Flow 
cytometry in the study was able to show that B. cereus cells exposed 
to nisin were more likely to develop radio-resistance when exposed 
to repeated sub-lethal doses of γ-irradiation, compared to cells which 
were not exposed to nisin. This increased resistance to γ-irradiation 
was not demonstrated with standard viable plate counts independently, 
thus highlighting the value of using flow cytometry as an adjunct to 
viable plate counts. In addition, flow cytometry in the study was also 
used to show the physiological alterations that took place in B. cereus 
cells whilst developing resistance to γ-irradiation [32]. In a separate 
study, Dalmau and co-workers investigated the combined activities 
of lactacin F (a class IIb bacteriocin) and nisin and demonstrated 
that, when combined, these two bacteriocins behave in an additive 
synergistic fashion [33]. The bactericidal effects of the two bacteriocins 
were studied using flow cytometry. While it was shown that the extent 
of damage caused to Lactobacillus helveticus cells by nisin or lactacin F 
was both concentration- and time-dependent, the injuries elicited by 
lactacin F or nisin in Lb. helveticus membranes caused slightly different 
flow cytometric profiles. At low nisin concentrations, there was an 
influx of PI into Lb. helveticus cells, with the majority of cells losing 
the fluorochrome Syto 9 with exposure to the peptide for a longer 
duration of time. Syto 9 is a green fluorescent nucleic acid staining 
probe which can permeate the cell membrane and is a component of 
the BacLight Bacterial Viability kits along with PI, and is commonly 
used in flow cytometry studies. In contrast, with lactacin F, the flow 
cytometric profiles showed that Syto 9 was lost from the cells soon 
after exposure to the peptide, with an incorporation of PI largely 
proportionate to the duration of exposure to the peptide [33]. Since 
nisin initially led to an increase in PI, it suggests the formation of 
wide channels as a consequence of exposure. As Syto 9 failed to enter 
the cells subsequent to a short exposure to lactacin F, it is likely that 
the peptide caused a sharp decrease in membrane potential. When 
lactacin F and nisin were combined, flow cytometry revealed a mixture 
of the effects seen with nisin or lactacin F alone, presumably because 
a certain percentage of cells were affected by nisin, whereas the rest 
were affected by lactacin F [33]. It is likely that each of the bacteriocins 
behaves separately but the additive effects observed might be a result 
of a rise in the number of single membrane injuries in the sensitive 
indicator [33]. The protonophore carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl 
hydrazine (CCCP) was also used in flow cytometry experiments in the 
same study to assess the importance of the impact on a cell’s proton 
motive force, with respect to the antimicrobial mode of action of nisin 
and lactacin F [33]. Low levels of CCCP used independently in control 
cultures resulted in similar profiles to those obtained with the addition 
of lactacin F alone. Surprisingly, however, higher levels of CCCP added 
independently to the control cultures failed to elicit the influx of PI into 
the cells. The exposure of cells to lactacin F for a longer time, with a 
simultaneous addition of CCCP however, resulted in the incorporation 
of PI into the cells, suggesting the formation of a few lactacin F channels 
at either low membrane potential or when the membrane potential 
was zero [33]. Thus, caution must be exercised when interpreting flow 
cytometry profiles using CCCP, as it is difficult to ascertain whether 
any alterations in profiles are triggered by the bacteriocin peptide(s), 
triggered by CCCP or a combination thereof.  In contrast to lactacin 
F, the addition of nisin together with CCCP resulted in an unexpected 
decrease in the percentage of dead cells from 23.8% to 8.5% after 10 
minutes of exposure to the peptide. This shift in the population of dead 
cells was again difficult to interpret due to the unpredictable effects 

elicited by CCCP.  Importantly in the study however, flow cytometry 
profiles indicated additive effects against sensitive Lb. helveticus cells, 
when both nisin and lactacin F were added together [33]. Ueckert et al. 
also used a combination of viable plate counts, fluorometry and flow 
cytometry to assess the combined effects of nisin and heat treatment 
on sensitive Lactobacillus plantarum cells [34]. The study showed that 
this combination had synergistic effects against the target cells. More 
specifically, synergistic effects were seen when log phase Lb. plantarum 
cells were initially exposed to heat between 48-54°C, followed by 
treatment with nisin at concentrations up to 0.5µg/ml. Interestingly, 
addition of nisin followed by heat treatment was not as effective in  
reducing Lb. plantarum viability. As the antimicrobial activity of nisin is 
dependent on membrane potential, the growth phases of target cells can 
lead to differences in sensitivity to the peptide. Essentially, log phase cells 
were found to be more susceptible to nisin and heat treatment relative 
to stationary phase cells in the study [34]. Any alterations in membrane 
permeability of sensitive Lb. plantarum cells were measured using the 
dye PI, whereas esterase activity was assessed using cFDA fluorescence. 
As expected, sub-populations responding differently to heat and nisin 
treatment were apparent. For example, heat treatment at 48°C alone for 
5 minutes resulted in only 0.27% of total Lb. plantarum cells having 
membrane damage, while the majority of cells displayed high esterase 
activity (as quantified by cFDA fluorescence). In contrast, exposure of 
Lb. plantarum cells to nisin on its own resulted in a high percentage of 
cells with membrane damage (as quantified by a high PI fluorescence 
measurement). Overall, the numbers of membrane-damaged cells were 
increased in samples treated with heat followed by nisin, as a result of 
the synergistic effects of the two treatments [34]. A separate study by 
Ueckert and co-workers described the use of flow cytometry as a tool to 
study aspects of the lag phase of growth, cell division and injury to Lb. 
plantarum cells following heat stress and exposure to nisin. In this case, 
the fluorescent dyes carboxyfluorescein succinimidylester (CFSE) and 
PI gave insights into the extent of damage caused by stress and assisted 
in the differentiation of sub-populations in the bacterial culture as a 
result of stress [35]. CFSE is a useful marker for assessing cell division 
as it has the ability to permeate the cell membrane and to bind aliphatic 
amine residues inside the bacterial cell [36]. 

With respect to other bacteriocins and their targeting of Gram-
positive organisms, Martínez et al. also used flow cytometry, with the 
aid of the stain PI, to study the impact that the class IId bacteriocin 
lactococcin 972 has on the morphology and viability of the target 
strain Lactococcus lactis MG1614 [17]. Overall, flow cytometry did 
not show any significant alterations in the morphology of sensitive L. 
lactis cells during the first hour subsequent to lactococcin 972 exposure. 
In contrast, phase-contrast microscopy was able to detect significant 
changes in the morphology of these treated cells during the first hour, 
thus highlighting the value of using a combination of techniques to 
evaluate the antimicrobial effects of bacteriocins [17]. In another study, 
Swarts et al. used a variety of methods including flow cytometry, OD 
measurements and viable plate counts to assess the growth profile of L. 
monocytogenes exposed to the class IIa bacteriocin, leucocin B-TA11a 
[37]. With a view to measuring the sensitivity of the BacLight system, 
live and dead cultures were combined such that either the live cells 
population or the dead cells population was greater than the other. As 
controls, live and dead cells were mixed in increments between 10%-
100%. The BacLight staining procedure was able to distinguish between 
live and dead cells in mixed cultures in ratios between 10-100% live or 
dead cells, as high correlations (r2 =0.97 and r2 =0.99) were obtained 
between  relative cell numbers and relative proportions of live or 
dead cells between these ratios of 10-100%. However, relatively poor 
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correlations were obtained for populations containing less than 10% 
live or dead cells in the mixture with values of r2=0.72 and r2=0.20 
respectively. The influx of BacLight dyes into L. monocytogenes cells 
treated with leucocin B-TA11a indicated that the cells were viable but 
the membrane was compromised, most likely due to pore formation 
caused by the bacteriocin. Thus, while it was shown that leucocin 
B-TA11a appeared to initially inhibit L. monocytogenes, flow cytometric 
analysis using BacLight dyes indicated that the cells were viable but 
leaky [37]. 

Finally, the antibacterial effects of the class IIb bacteriocins, 
plantaricin E/F and plantaricin J/K on a target Escherichia coli strain 
were reported in a recent study [38]. Gram negative strains are usually 
resistant to bacteriocins produced by Gram positive bacteria due to the 
presence of an outer membrane, but the authors demonstrated that a 
compromised outer membrane rendered E. coli K12 cells sensitive 
to plantaricins. To this end, the sensitivity of an outer membrane 
lipoprotein-defective lpp mutant of K12 to plantaricin was studied. 
The authors used live/dead stains as part of their flow cytometry 
experiments. As expected, a decrease in cell viability was observed in 
the lpp mutant, relative to the wild type strain, using both live/dead 
staining assessed with flow cytometry, as well as in terms of CFU/ml 
counts [38]. 

A summary of the use of flow cytometry to evaluate the antimicrobial 
effects of bacteriocins on either bacterial cells or eukaryotic cell lines, 
including the fluorochromes used in the studies (Table 1).

Use of flow cytometry to study the effects of bacteriocins on 
eukaryotic cells

A recent study by Chen et al. reported the effects of the modified 
antimicrobial peptide KL15 on colon adenocarcinoma cell lines 
[39]. KL15 is a modified bacteriocin based on the sequences of the 
bacteriocins m2386 and m2163. The bacteriocin m2163 belongs to the 
class IId subgroup of bacteriocins, whereas m2386 has yet to be classified 
on account of its ABC transporter and histidine kinase gene sequences 
being incomplete [40]. KL15 has the ability to inhibit adenocarcinoma 
cells Caco-2 and SW480 with half maximal inhibitory concentration 
(IC50) values of 50 µg/ml. In contrast, the KL15 IC50 value for killing the 
healthy human mammary epithelial cells H184B5F5/M10 is 150µg/ml. 
The authors were able to show increased cell membrane permeability 
among SW480 cells treated with KL15 using a combination of flow 
cytometry and confocal microscopy. The use of scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) confirmed the formation of pores in the membrane 
of these cells, caused by KL15 [39].  Briefly, the authors analysed the 
effects of KL15 on the cell cycle of SW480 cells by using the dye PI, and 
by using this probe, cells in the G1, S and G2/M phase were identified 
[39]. The G1 phase represents the first phase of the cell division in 
eukaryotic cells, in which mRNA and proteins are synthesised. This 
G1 phase is followed by the S and G2 phases (all together comprising 
interphase), followed by the final step of cell division which involves 
mitosis (M phase) [40,41].  Chen and co-workers found that as the 
KL15 exposure time increased from 1 minute to 24 hours, there was 
a corresponding elevation in the percentage of sub-G1 populations 
from 1.49% to 5.05% [39]. With increasing concentrations of KL15, 
from 40-120 µg/ml, there was a consequent increase in the sub-G1 
population from 3.74% to 4.40%, with cells exposed to the bacteriocin 
for 24 hours. Using flow cytometry with the aid of the dyes PI and 
AnnexinV-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), the authors were able to 
differentiate between early apoptosis, late (apoptotic-necrotic) cells and 
primary necrotic cells, as a consequence of cell damage caused by KL15 

exposure [39]. Annexin V-FITC is an extremely useful fluorochrome as 
it binds phosphatidylserine (a marker of the early stages of apoptosis) 
[40-42]. As expected, there was a correlation between increases in KL15 
concentrations and increases in percentages of late apoptotic/necrotic 
cells in the study [40]. Interestingly, there was no significant difference 
found between cells exposed to 40µg/ml KL15 and the control. In 
contrast, there were significant shifts in PI fluorescence intensities at 
KL15 concentrations of 80-120µg/ml, indicating that the cell membrane 
was damaged as a result of the KL15 peptide and that the effects were 
dose-dependent [39]. 

Yates and co-workers studied the anti-proliferative characteristics 
of the lantibiotic duramycin in tumor cells, as well as its effects on 
the viability of such tumor cells [43]. Aside from its antimicrobial 
activity, duramycin also causes perturbations in tumor cell 
surface-based coagulation processes. Since duramycin targets 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PEA) on the surface of cells, flow cytometry 
was used to detect PEA on the surface of cell lines exposed to this 
bacteriocin. Indeed, duramycin was used as a ‘ligand’ in order to label 
PEA on the surface of pancreatic tumor cells and it was found that PEA 
expression was elevated in apoptotic cells and in particular, necrotic 
cells [43]. Flow cytometry in the study helped to reveal that an increase 
in apoptosis and necrosis of tumor cells was duramycin dose-dependent 
and that a decrease in tumor cell proliferation was also dependent on the 
concentration of the peptide [43]. In a separate study, the effects of the 
class IIb bacteriocin, plantaricin A (PlnA) on the membranes of normal 
and cancerous lymphocytes as well as neuronal cells were reported by 
Sand and co-workers [44]. The authors assessed if PlnA had a greater 
impact on cancerous cells than normal neuronal cells and lymphocytes. 
Flow cytometry was used to assess morphological alterations (scatter) 
and viability (uptake of the dead stain PI) in the normal human B and 
T lymphocytes, Jurkat cells and Reh cells. The technique highlighted 
that exposure of lymphocytes to PlnA elicited an increase in side 
scatter compounded by a decrease in forward scatter, pointing towards 
reduced particle size and an increase in granularity, with more dramatic 
effects observed with increased PlnA concentrations [44]. The damage 
caused to the membranes of Reh cells, B and T lymphocytes, as detected 
by alterations in morphology measured by changes in forward and side 
scatter using flow cytometry was PlnA dose-dependent. Similarly, 
decreases in cell viability of lympohocytes caused by PlnA were also 
concentration-dependent. Importantly, however, the study did reveal 
that normal T and B lymphocytes weren’t affected as much as the 
cancerous Jurkat and Reh cell lines at PlnA concentrations between 10-
50 µM [44]. With these flow cytometry-based experiments, together 
with measurements of membrane conductance and Ca2+ imaging, it 
was determined that overall, PlnA has a largely similar effect on both 
normal and cancerous neuronal cells and lymphocytes, and does 
not have preferential effects on cancerous cells [44]. Interestingly, in 
contrast to this more recent study by Sand et al., in a separate study by 
the same group, cancerous cells were found to be more sensitive to PlnA 
than normal rat anterior pituitary cells [44,45]. 

On the basis of the work conducted by Joo et al., who showed that 
nisin at concentrations of 2.5% possesses anti-tumor effects against 
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) both in in vitro 
and in vivo experiments, Kamarajan and co-workers investigated the 
potential anti-cancer effects of a natural variant of nisin, named nisinZP 
in a recent study [46,47]. Flow cytometry, with the use of the stain 
Annexin V was used to evaluate the apoptotic effects of three different 
variants of nisin on HNSCC cells in the study [47]. Using this stain and 
flow cytometry, it was found that apoptosis of HNSCC cell lines elicited 
by nisin involves the cleavage of caspase-8 and poly (ADP-ribose)-
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polymerase (PARP), as well as involving inactivation of calpain 1 [47]. 
A separate study by Gupta et al. was also conducted to assess the impact 
of nisin on cell membranes and its suitability as a vaginal microbicide 
[48]. Flow cytometry was utilised to quantify the amount of membrane 
damage elicited by the peptide and further confirmed by SEM. Using 
the stain PI, flow cytometry revealed that nisin selectively permeabilizes 
the membranes of bacteria and sperm and these findings corroborated 
ultra-structural alterations described in the study. The use of liposome 
model vesicles also revealed that calcein leakage from liposomes from 
bacteria and sperm was caused by nisin, whereas in contrast, red blood 
corpuscles were not affected by the peptide [48]. Thus, nisin could be 
harnessed to utilise the peptide as a vaginal microbicide to prevent 
sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and as a contraceptive. 

With respect to bacteriocins produced by Gram negatives, the 
effects of microcin E492 (produced by a Klebsiella pneumoniae 
strain) on HeLa cells was assessed in a study [49]. Flow cytometry in 
combination with the stain Annexin V-FITC was predominantly used 
in the study. The stain 3, 3’ dihexyloxacarbocyanine (DiOC6) was also 
used to quantify the loss of membrane potential from mitochondria 
of HeLa cells following exposure to the peptide. In addition, flow 
cytometer helped to reveal that cell death and fragmentation of DNA 
was dependent on the concentration of microcin E492 and populations 
of HeLa cells corresponding to M0 (viable cells), M1 and M2 (both 
permeable to PI) were distinguished using this technique. The effects of 
microcin E492 on the light scattering characteristics of HeLa cells were 
also evaluated using side scatter versus forward scatter plots in the study 
[49].  In a separate study, flow cytometry was used to evaluate the effects 
of the pore-forming Gram-negative bacteriocins, colicins A, U, E1 and E3, 
on a fibroblast cell line as well as the effects on 11 tumor cell lines which 
had mutations in their p53 genes [50]. While it was shown that colicin A 
prevented the growth of all the cell lines tested in the study, colicin U and 
colicin E3 did not inhibit the growth of these tumor cell lines. Colicin E1 

prevented the growth of all the cell lines, bar one, that were evaluated in 
the study. The growth inhibition effects of colicin A on different cell lines 
ranged from 16-56%, while the growth rate of the standard fibroblast cell 
line MRC5 decreased by 36% due to colicin A exposure. In contrast, the 
growth inhibition rates of colicin E1 on different tumor cell lines ranged 
from 17-40%, though the inhibition rates against the standard fibroblast 
cell line were 11%. Significantly, flow cytometry was able to show that 
colicin E1 and colicin A triggered a 12-58% increase in the number of cells 
in the G1 phase of growth and in the apoptotic phase by 7-58%, in three of 
the cell lines used in the study [50]. 

Finally, flow cytometry was also used to assess the impact the 
bacteriocin halocin H6 has on the Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE) in mammalian 
cells in another study [51]. Halocin H6 is produced by Haloferax gibbonsii 
SH7, a member of the haloarchaea group. This bacteriocin-like protein is 
32kDa in size and its mechanism of action involves blocking the Na+/H+ 
antiporter in susceptible bacterial strains [52,53]. It was found that NHE 
activity was inhibited by halocin H6 in mammalian cells lines such as 
NIH3T3, HEK293, HL1 and Jurkat, as well as in myocytes and fibroblasts 
and this effect was concentration-dependent. Interestingly, halocin H6 is 
the first biological compound which has been reported to inhibit NHE 
activity in eukaryotic cells [51].

A summary of the use of flow cytometry to evaluate the effects of 
bacteriocins on eukaryotic cells is included in Table 1.

Other Applications of Flow Cytometry, Limitations and 
Conclusions

Apart from being able to assess the sensitivity of bacterial strains 
to different antimicrobials, flow cytometry has a myriad of applications 
with respect to the elucidation of the mechanism of action of such 
antimicrobial drugs, as well as in the study of cell-cell interactions, 
quorum sensing, sporulation, formation of biofilms, diagnosis of 

Bacteriocin(S) Target Bacterial Species Fluorochromes used References
Sonorensin, nisin S. aureus PI [26]
Lactacin F, nisin Lb. helveticus Syto 9/PI [33]

Nisin L. monocytogenes ScottA PI [27]

Pediocin PA1, sakacinA, nisin Lb. sakei NCFB2714, Lb. sakei DSM20017, Lb. reuteri 
DSM12246 cFDA [29]

Nisin with sub-lethal radiation processing B. cereus cFDA and PI [32]
Nisin and heat treatment Lb. plantarum cFDA, Ethidium Bromide, PI [34]
Nisin Lb. plantarum 5-and 6-CFSE, PI [35]
Nisin subsequent to high pressure 
processing L. monocytogenes, S. Typhimurium Syto 9/PI [80]

Plantaricin E/F, plantaricin J/K E. coli Syto 9/PI [38]
Leucocin B-TA11a L. monocytogenes PI [37]

Lactococcin 972 L. lactis MG1614 PI [17]
Mesentericin Y105 Listeria spp. DiOC6 [81]
Bacteriocin(S) Eukarytotic cell lines Fluorochromes used References
KL15 Colon adenocarcinoma cell lines PI, Annexin V-FITC [39]
NisinZP Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma Annexin V [47]
Duramycin Tumor cell lines BacLight kit [43]
Nisin Sperm PI [48]
Plantaricin A B and T lymphocytes, Jurkat cells, Reh cells PI [44]
Halocin H6 NIH3T3, HL1, Jurkat, myocytes, fibroblasts BCECF-AM [51]
Microcin E492 HeLa cells Annexin V-FITC, DiOC6, PI [49]
Colicins E1, E3, A and U Fibroblasts and 11 tumor cell lines PI [50]

Table 1: Effects of bacteriocins on bacterial cells or eukaryotic cell lines using flow cytometry.
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infections, identification of microbes and detection of serum antibodies. 
Due to the capability of detecting heterogeneous populations and 
detection of numerous aspects of cell function, flow cytometry can 
be used to detect polymicrobial infections or the impact of treating 
pathogens with antibiotics [4,25,54-63]. Many of these goals are difficult 
to achieve with culture-based techniques on their own. Fluorescent 
probes in conjunction with flow cytometry have the capability of 
detecting alterations in cells such as aberrations in permeabilization 
and membrane potential [3,64-66]. As several different parameters 
can be assessed by flow cytometry at a single-cell level, its use has the 
potential to cause a paradigm shift and may be considered a more 
accurate method of assessing cell function than traditional cell viability 
and cell growth-based methods, in future studies. In this context, it 
must be emphasised that every bacterial strain reacts in a different 
manner to different drugs and, thus, no unified formula can be used to 
determine if correlations exist between cytometric and viability plate 
count assays. What is certain is that flow cytometry is an extremely 
accurate and sensitive method, with data obtained in real-time, and is 
less time consuming than growth-based techniques for studying the 
impact of antimicrobials on bacterial strains [4,62]. The discrepancies 
frequently observed between growth-based methods and cytometric-
based methods can be attributed to the presence of metabolically active 
but non-cultivable cells (VBNC) [67,68]. Worryingly, VBNC have been 
detected from a range of clinically relevant and supposedly sanitary 
source in situations whereby the isolation and growth of viable cells is 
not appropriate, using cytometric techniques [69,70]. 

The study of sub-populations within a bacterial culture and analysis 
of cells at a single-cell level also has the potential to enhance our 
conception of the responses of bacterial cells to bacteriocins, and indeed 
other stressors. Any questions regarding differences in fluorescence 
intensity observed in cells subsequent to a challenge by bacteriocins 
can only be answered by studying the fluorescence emission profiles 
of each individual cell in the culture by using techniques such as flow 
cytometry. Apart from permitting the detection of heterogeneity of 
responses to an antimicrobial within a sub-population of cells, another 
key advantage of flow cytometry which must not be under-estimated, 
is that it can detect resistant variants within a given sub-population 
and this is particularly relevant for clinical/medical applications with 
respect to antimicrobials/bacteriocins [19].

Despite its numerous benefits, scientists should still be aware that 
flow cytometry also has potential drawbacks. A possible limitation of 
using certain stains is that permeabilization caused by certain dyes 
can be toxic to some cells [4]. Another limitation is the difficulty in 
distinguishing small fragmented cells and background particles/
debris, which can be resolved by using a combination of forward 
scatter and analysis of the fluorescence signals generated [12,54]. 
In addition, the use of nucleic acid stains should circumvent this 
problem as such stains only target cells and not particles/debris. 
Another problem is that certain types of bacterial cells in particular, 
tend to aggregate or cluster, which precludes their analysis at a single-
cell level. Therefore, samples must be homogenized and disaggregated 
prior to flow cytometric analysis [71-73]. A further limitation includes 
the variations in the ability of different bacterial strains to take up 
membrane potential stains [74]. For example, rhodamine 123 stains 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative strains differently due to the charge 
on lipopolysaccharide (LPS) present on the surface of Gram-negatives 
[75]. Indeed, Gram-negative cells are frequently treated with chelating 
agents such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to allow dyes 
such as rhodamine 123 to enter the cells. An important consideration 
in these types of experiments is that such pre-treatments can affect the 

viability and membrane potential of the cells [75,76]. Furthermore, 
variations amongst strains with respect to the efflux of internalised 
stains may result in differences in results [77-79]. In addition, the 
length of time that the cells are stained for, as well as the concentration 
of the dyes may have an impact on flow cytometric profiles [16,23,59]. 
Finally, the growth phase of the bacterial cells is an important factor 
when conducting flow cytometry studies [80-81].  Stationary phase cells 
are stable for a longer time than log or dead phase cells and stationary 
phase cells are most commonly used in traditional antimicrobial assays 
as well [23]. 

Despite these issues, flow cytometry has a plethora of applications 
in the medical, biotechnology and research fields and the increase 
in the number of probes available further augments the number of 
applications of this technique. Indeed, the use of personalised probes 
and dyes for the detection of changes in specific targets and intracellular 
activities permits the targeted use of flow cytometry to ascertain the 
structural and functional characteristics of a population of cells. 
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